Rubber colorants —
vibrant, durable and safe

Rubber Tree

®

Rubber mulch colorant

Safe and easy to use, our Rubber Tree line is a water-based pigment designed to color any type of
loose-fill rubber, such as 1-inch, 3/8-inch or rubber buffings.
Loose-fill rubber on a path, playground or landscape setting needs a durable coating, and Rubber
Tree colorants are designed to stand up to these conditions while providing a bright, long-lasting,
UV-resistant product when applied with Colorbiotics rubber mulch coloring systems.

Brick Red

Caribbean Blue

Cypress

Dark Brown

Khaki

Saddle Brown

Silver

Yellow Green

Emerald Green

Colorbiotics rubber colorants are designed to provide as
much aesthetic appeal as possible. Our state-of-the-art
production process takes color quality to a whole new level.
With nine colors available, our rubber colorants give you more
options to meet your customers’ needs.
Rubber Tree colorants are available in totes only.

Poly Tree

®

Rubber mulch colorant

The next generation of polyurethane coatings from Colorbiotics, Poly Tree colorant is ideal for any
batch or continuous mixer. The 2-part water-based colorant and polyurethane combination offers
vibrant colors, extreme durability and easy clean-out.
Our unique curing process eliminates the need for a separate drying system in your operation.
The Poly Tree line is available in several colors.

Brick Red

Caribbean Blue

Emerald Green

Espresso Black

Mocha Brown

Sand

Stone Grey

Terra Cotta

Poly Tree Fusion urethane in combination with Poly
Tree colorants provide a wide variety of sales options.
Colorbiotics also has CF Fusion for molded products
that need full height protection.

Reflex Series
Rubber mulch coloring system

The Reflex Series is our most efficient rubber mulch coloring
system. It is capable of coloring a wide range of material sizes,
ranging from 30 mesh rubber granules to 1-inch chunks and
rubber buffings.
Automatic infeed and outfeed adjustments ensure the consistent
flow of product through the machine.

Reflex systems offer fully automated controls to accurately monitor
colorant usage and to adjust colorant application rates and output.
Reflex systems also can be outfitted with accessory equipment, such
as drying conveyors, hoppers and scales. It is available as a singlecoating system.
Reflex systems are capable of coloring up to 8,000 pounds of rubber
per hour.
The Reflex control panel is capable of
running all auxilary equipment, including
a drying system, infeed conveyor and
infeed hopper.

Rubber Colorant
Where beauty and resilience meet.
Colorbiotics offers two product lines that provide
a bright boost of color to loose-fill rubber for
playgrounds and other high-traffic areas.
With a broad color selection to choose from and
the newest coloring technology in use, you can
be sure that these rubber colorants will provide
the appeal, durability and safety your landscape
application requires.

In addition to providing quality
colorants and innovative equipment,
we’re committed to helping your
business succeed with ongoing
training, unmatched technical support,
on-site service and personal assistance
from your Colorbiotics team.
We know the future of your operation
is important to you. That’s why we’re
actively developing new products
and equipment today to meet your
customers’ needs tomorrow.

Get the Complete Package — Innovation, Service, Support and Products.
Call 888-663-6980 or visit us online at Colorbiotics.basf.us.
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